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Abstract 
Bulk modulus of hexagonal structure semiconductors are calculated by using density functional theory (DFT) of full-potential linear 
augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) within general gradient approximation (GGA). In this work, a new mathematical model based on 
analytical expression and differential equation is established. Our calculated values are in accordance with the experimental one. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Research Management & Innovation Centre, Universiti Malaysia 
Perlis. 
1. Introduction 
      Some of the mathematical models are used in many fields of physics, biology, chemistry, and engineering [1]. A pure 
mathematics also uses this formulated system of equations and functions. Such functions represent means that are exploited 
by physicists to solve dilemmas of their accounts [2]. For example, complex Fourier series and analysis are used to solve 
some of the functions such as the waves in the periodic functions that are difficult to be solved through regular mathematical 
methods. So the Fourier analysis becomes helpful method to resolve the envisaged problem. Moreover, Laplace transform is 
a good way to resolve the complex issues. 
     This work aims to show the close relation between physics and mathematics taking into consideration the differential 
equations. 
2. Computational Approach 
The calculations are carried out by using the full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method as 
implemented in WIEN2K code [3]. In the FP-LAPW method, the unit cell is partitioned into non-overlapping muffin-tin 
spheres around the atomic sites and an interstitial region. Among these two types of regions, different basis sets are used; 
the Kohn Sham equation which is based on the density functional theory (DFT) [4, 5] is solved in a self consistent scheme. 
The exchange correlation potential is treated by using the Engel-Vosko GGA (EVGGA) formalism [6] for energetic 
transitions. The crystal structure of these compounds is hexagonal. The integrations in reciprocal space are performed by 
using the special point method [7]. A mesh of 4×4×4, which represents 100 k points in the first Brillouin zone is used. The 
ab initio calculation of the energetic transitions has been performed at 111 points in the 1/48-th of the irreducible Brillouin 
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zone (BZ). 
 
3. Calculation and Results 





c a                                                                              (1)  
where  is a parameter appropriate for the group III-V ( = 0.665), group IV-VII ( =0.886),  group II-VI ( =0.195) and 
other groups ( = 0.16).   
A differential system is used and shown in the following equation: 
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c a                                                         (2)    
where  is a parameter appropriate for the group III-V ( = 0.665), group IV-VII ( =0.886),  group II-VI ( =0.195) and 
other groups ( = 0.16). The obtained results of differential equation are provided in Table 1. 
      It is found that the exact solution of the differential equation for calculating the bulk modulus of hexagonal compounds 
is given  . The percentage of error (in both Eqs.) is minimized 
to lower limit, in comparison with experimental one. 
      In conclusion, this work gives the best solution and the same results through using the empirical formula and differential 
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Table 1: Calculated (C/A) Compared To Experimental One. The Calculated Bulk Modulus Is Using Analytical Expression And Differential Equation 
a:Ref.[8] Exp., b:Ref.[9]Exp., c:Ref.[10]Exp.,  d:Ref.[11]Exp., e:Ref.[12]Exp., f:Ref.[13]Exp., g:Ref.[14]Exp 
 
Table 2: Comparison Of Calculated Bulk Modulus (Bo) Using Analytical Expression And Experimental Values Of Hexagonal Structure Semiconductors. 
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No Group Compound (c/a) exp. (c/a) cal. Bo exp Bo  cal (Analytical  
      expression) 
Bo cal. 
(diff.eq.) 
1 II-VI CdS 1.623a,b 41 62.0f,g 58.73 58.73 
2 II-VI CuBr 1.640a 5 53b,g 53.43 53.43 
3 II-VI CdSe 1.630a,b 1 53b,f 52.56 52.56 
4 II-VI MgS 1.620a,c 57 56c 56.01 56.01 
5 II-VI MgSe 1.622a,d 4 66a 58.91 58.91 
6 II-VI MgTe 1.627e 62 42.8e 48.1 48.1 
7 II-VI ZnS 1.637a,b 538 77g 59.28 59.28 
8  II-VI ZnSe 1.634a 35 62g 59.857 59.857 
9 III-V AIN 1.600a,b 8 202b 202.18 202.18 
10 III-V GaN 1.625a,b 58 190g 190.483 190.483 
11 I-vll NaF 1.6248b 39 48.5b 48.49 48.49 
12 IV-vll SiC 1.641a 6 242b 241.853 241.853 
13 II-vll CuCl 1.642a 621 39.3b 39.38 39.38 
